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STRENGTHENING PARENT CENTER CAPACITY

• WI FACETS’ Region 4 Parent TA Center 
• OSEP Supplement to develop resources for                                                    

Regional Parent TA Centers and Parent Centers                                                     
to use for Board professional development

• Development team: 
• Jan Serak (R4 PTAC)
• David Blanchard (R3 PTAC)
• Glenda Hicks (CPA from GA)
• Rachel Howard (Rachel Howard Consulting)  

• Other contributors:  
• Region 1 PTAC (Diana Autin, Carolyn Hayer)
• Region 2 PTAC (Laura Weber, Connie Hawkins, Rene Averitt-Sanzone)
• Region 3 PTAC (Debi Tucker & Stephanie Moss)
• Region 4 PTAC (Courtney Salzer)
• Region 5 PTAC (Barb Buswell, Jacey Tramutt, Emily Rome)
• Region 6 PTAC (Nora Thompson)
• Center for Parent Info. & Resources (Debra Jennings, Jessica Wilson) 
• Atlanta Webcast & Video Production
• Additional Parent Centers

Introduction 



STRENGTHENING PARENT CENTER CAPACITY

• Project Charge - To provide nonprofit management PD 

resources that will strengthen the capacity of Parent Center 

Boards, Executive Directors, and Project Directors to 

effectively maintain a stable, effective nonprofit organization, 

capable of carrying out Federal grant requirements

• Process

• Significant input from the leaders of the six Regional 

Parent TA Centers & CPIR, beginning in Fall 2016

• RPTACs shared their existing trainings & resources

• Development Team created the Tools

• RPTACs reviewed Tools

• Development Team finalized   

Project Charge & Process



Six Parent Center Board PD Tool Kits

1 – Board Structure
• Board Recruitment 
• Board Orientation
• Board Book

2 –Financial Governance
• Financial Statements
• Form 990
• Fundraising 

3 – Board Legal Responsibilities
• 3D’s: Duty of Care, Loyalty, Obedience 
• Board Policies
• Conflicts of Interest

4 – Board/Staff Responsibilities
• Management vs Governance
• Evaluation of the Exec. Director
• Responsibilities of Parent Center Boards

5 –Succession Planning
• Exec. Director Succession Planning
• Emergency Succession Planning
• Board Member Succession Planning

6 – Strategic Planning
• Why Strategic Planning is Important
• How to Prepare a Strategic Plan
• Implementing a Strategic Plan

---------------------------------------------

7 – RPTACs’ TA Tool Kit

STRENGTHENING PARENT CENTER CAPACITY



Poll Time!
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68 

Products!

• Manual

• Flash Drive

Your Tool Kits



STRENGTHENING PARENT CENTER CAPACITY

How to Use 
Guide

3 Dialogue          
Guides

3 FAQs, 

Resource List,

& Resources                            

Evaluation            
Form

3 Videos

What’s in Each Tool Kit?
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Where to Start?
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• Pick a Module

• Read the “How to Use” Guide

• Show the Video (11-21+ minutes)

• Use the Dialogue Guide (10-15+ minutes)

• Hand out the FAQ Sheet (1-15+ minutes)  

• Hand out the Resource List & select resources          
(1-15+ minutes)

• Complete the Evaluation form (2 minutes)

How Do I Use the Tools? 
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TK#1 – HOW TO USE Guide
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TK#1 – HOW TO USE Guide
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https://youtu.be/Vo7Ew1QB4Lk 

TK#1 - Board Recruitment - VIDEO

https://youtu.be/Vo7Ew1QB4Lk


TK#1 - Board Recruitment – DIALOGUE GUIDE



TK#1 - Board Recruitment - FAQ
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TK#1 - Board Recruitment – RESOURCE LIST



 
 "This article is reprinted with permission from Blue Avocado, the practical and readable online magazine 

of American Nonprofits, for nonprofits. Subscribe free by visiting www.blueavocado.org." 

Recruiting for Board Diversity: Part 3 in 
Diversity Series 
By Jan Masaoka  Board Café  0 Comments 

In Part 1 of this series on diversity, we discussed mission reasons, 

business reasons and other ways to think about diversity on nonprofit 

boards. In Part 2 we looked at diversity at the nonprofit sector level and 

the importance of organizations of color in the nonprofit ecosystem. Here 

in Part 3 we offer specific, practical tips for recruiting people "unlike 

ourselves" for nonprofit boards. 

One of the maxisms of looking for a job is that it's more effective to look for a particular kind of 

job (as a waitress or as a teacher in a preschool) than it is to look for "a job -- any job!" In the 

same way, knowing why you want to recruit someone of a different race, let's say, and 

knowing what you want that person to do, is more effective than "we just need a Latino." 

In Part 1 of this series we discussed four types of reasons to recruit people with backgrounds out 

of the mainstream, including people of color, people with disabilities, lesbian and gay individuals, 

and so forth. We also talked about involving people from our constituencies, whatever those may 

be, and offered several sample diversity policies. We recognized that for organizations of color, 

women's organizations, immigrant organizations, and others, demographic diversity may be 

inappropriate, or framed differently. In this article we build from there for an organization that 

knows what board members need to do, and as a result, who they might need to be. 

The worst ways to talk about recruitment 

When board recruitment comes up on the agendas of most boards, the discussion usually starts 

with the question, "Who do we know?" There may not be a worse way to begin. By limiting 

ourselves to people that board members already know, we establish a very small field from 

which to recruit. And of course, we are more likely to know people like ourselves than people 

with genuinely different backgrounds and perspectives. 

The second worst way to begin a recruitment discussion is to talk about what prospective board 

members have the ability to do rather than what they will do. For example, it's common for a 

board to say, "We need a CPA," rather than "We need someone who can and will work with the 

staff on better budgeting." Too often, recruiting "a CPA" results in recruiting someone from tax 

 
 "This article is reprinted with permission from Blue Avocado, the practical and readable online magazine 
of American Nonprofits, for nonprofits. Subscribe free by visiting www.blueavocado.org."  

Diversity & the Nonprofit Ecosystem: 
Part 2 in the 3-Part Diversity Series 
By Jan Masaoka    

In the last issue of Blue Avocado, we discussed four key 

arguments for diversity on nonprofit boards -- reasons of mission, 

business, corporate responsibility and definition. This article -- Part 

2 of 3 on nonprofit diversity -- looks more broadly at how diversity 

is understood for the nonprofit sector as a whole. Here we speak 

especially to foundations, consultants, capacity builders, and 

observers of the nonprofit sector. 

At a recent session on diversity at a national conference, most of the discussion circled around 

the issue of the relatively few people of color on the staff and boards of mainstream nonprofit 

organizations and foundations. But despite the worthy goals of the participants to diversify such 

organizations, one important outlook was notably absent. 

Disappointingly, conference participants lacked a vision of diversity in the nonprofit sector as a 

whole, rather than simply within a given organization. 

The nonprofit sector is a highly interdependent system and demands a whole-sector approach 

to including and nurturing all of its components. But it's really hard to do this when: 

• So many well-meaning nonprofit people fail to acknowledge and support large portions of the 

nonprofit system (organizations of color) and 

• We don't even know what to call many of the system's various elements (the terminologies of 

race are problematic at best). 

Nonprofit sector as Yellowstone 

Here's how I think of this dilemma. In Yellowstone National Park, a focus on protecting wildlife -- 

especially large animals such as elk -- has led to deforestation, erosion, and general decline of 

the ecosystem. Now that we understand wilderness as an interdependent, complex system, we 

realize that rabbits, birds, ferns, trees, butterflies and even mountain lions are needed for a 

healthy wildness that yes, also supports elk. 

TK#1 - Board Recruitment - RESOURCES
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TK#1 - Board Recruitment – EVALUATION FORM
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• Comprehensive Board Self-Assessment Tool

• TA Guides for all 6 Tool Kits

• Additional modules

• More activities

• More resources

• Site Visit Tool

Tool Kit #7 – for RPTACs
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• Exclusive Facebook 
Workplace site

• For Boards, EDs, Project 
Directors of OSEP Parent 
Centers

• Intended as a networking 
platform for Boards

• Storage for the 6 Tool Kits, 
including all 18 videos

• RPTACs are Administrators 
– they will issue the 
invitations to join

Parent Center Boards of Directors Workplace



Questions?
Comments?

Next Steps?



Thank you to Jan Serak, our presenter today,

WI FACETS and the development team,

and all who shared materials 
and reviewed drafts!



Thank you for attending!

Your feedback helps CPIR improve.

Please take a moment 
to complete a very brief survey 

about the usefulness of this webinar to you.

Center for Parent 
Information and Resources


